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Working For Guide Dogs
Sight loss charity Guide Dogs is celebrating the 10-year anniversary of its National Breeding Centre in Leamington - where more than 10,000 pups
have been cared for since its opening. The charity ...
Guide Dogs celebrate 10 years of Leamington Spa national breeding centre
We believe every Canadian who needs a guide dog should have that opportunity — at no cost,' says the president of the CNIB Guide Dogs program
Last year, a fire broke out in the lobby of Cindy Shone’s ...
Shortage of guide dogs a crisis, prompting search for 'made in Canada' solution
April 28th is International Guide Dog Day, a special day to honor all those hard-working pups out there that can change someone’s life for the better.
“That’s what it makes it all worthwhile – when ...
Guide dogs make all the difference for the visually impaired
TODAY is International Guide Dog Day. The last Wednesday in April is a celebration of the great work that these dogs do for people with sight loss.
Guide Dogs UK will be celebrating its 90th ...
WATCH: Flash the guide dog meets Gavin and Stacey star for International Guide Dog Day
In 2006, I applied for a guide dog. But when I found out I was expecting ... When her harness is off, you can hear her snores through the hallways at
work and over meeting chatter.
The Seeing-Eye Dog Who’s Always Ripe for a Challenge
Nanyang Polytechnic has invented the e-Guide Dog to help people with visual impairment navigate their way independently. Currently, only 2 per
cent of people with vision loss use guide dogs. That's ...
NYP's e-Guide Dog for visually impaired can detect obstacles & traffic light signals
The Guide Dog Foundation is celebrating 75 years of placing guide dogs with individuals who are blind and visually impaired.
Celebrating International Guide Dog Day
Details of this new laser-equipped invention were published at Cornell University's online scientific journal, arXiv.org, where project leader Zhongyu
Li and his colleagues presented their initial ...
No treats required: Robotic guide dogs for the blind could replace canine companions
The other categories include GDB guide dog puppies, working GDB guide dogs, GDB breeder dogs, GDB career change dogs, and the newest
category, GDB K9 Buddies. GDB made photos of K9 Buddies ...
Guide Dogs for the Blind Puparazzi Photo Contest Seeks Dogs Ready for Their Close-Up
Guide Dogs UK will be celebrating its 90th anniversary of helping people with sight loss live the life they choose. It has created ‘Flash’, a short,
animated film celebrating the amazing dogs, ...
VIDEO: Say hello to Flash as she meets Gavin and Stacey star for International Guide Dog Day
They attended a free, 10-day training program with the Guide Dog Foundation on Long Island. The students met in Huntington to learn how to work
with their dogs as a team. A Pasadena woman's small ...
Guide dogs help blind, visually impaired Long Island students navigate life during pandemic
Dogs have had a good year. With many people homeworking or on furlough, they have grown used to having their owners around all the time, with
all the attention, mental stimulation and exercise that ...
An expert guide to training the naughtiest dogs
Back in March, scientists from the University of California, Berkeley presented the Cheetah in the role of a guide dog for blind or otherwise visually
impaired people. It’s a solution that has ...
Robot Dog Makes Short Work of FedEx Boxes Maze, Guides Blindfolded Man
Angus, a German shepherd, is working alongside Blind Dave, as he is nicknamed, and their Guide Dog for the Blind trainer. Due to coronavirus
training was delayed and guide dogs pairing has been much ...
New guide dog for fundraising hero Dave Heeley
Kaya Kristina lives next to a huge park in Toronto. Several years ago she began putting water bowls outside for neighborhood dogs to enjoy. After
the pandemic hit, she started putting out treats too.
Neighbors Appreciate Canadian Woman's Bistro For Dogs
A taxi driver who refused to pick up an assistance dog and abandoned his passenger has had his licence revoked. Shamal Hussein Majid told the
customer the dog could go in his boot but there would be ...
Wolverhampton taxi driver loses licence for refusing guide dog
VisAbility runs Guide Dogs WA, a not-for-profit organisation ... to reduce workplace stress among the dedicated and hard-working prosecutors who
go above and beyond to keep the community safe, ...
Office therapy dog for stressed public prosecutors set to cost WA taxpayers $162,000
Dogs are banned from the beach at Greenwich Point for eight months of the year, but the Board of Selectmen is considering a possible change in
that policy to give more access to canines. First ...
Will Greenwich extend the 'beach season' for dogs?
As the summer concert season kicks off, many concertgoers are still wondering what their options are for getting money back on shows that were
canceled or postponed.
Problem Solvers guide to getting refunds for canceled, postponed concerts
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Each episode has Paul following a dog’s progress through the Home, and hopefully onto a happier life with new owners. The five episode series is
about the hard work and care that takes place at ...
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